For every discordant energy that is created through disease, fear, technology and toxins, there is a harmonic frequency that restores the balance of God's creation.

The frequencies of the Language of Light can help unscramble the disharmonic wave patterns (13) and can break through these unnatural rhythms that have disturbed your energetic fields (44) and your atmosphere.

The Language of Light is a higher form of communication with Source Creation. In the higher realms it is geometry and rays, in the mid realms it is frequency and sounds. As it comes down through the realms it is what formulates the original ancient and indigenous languages. It is from these languages that our newer languages have arrived.

The Language of Light is uncorrupted; it is pure Divine Light and Love.

Language is how you communicate with each other. The Language of Light is how you communicate with God and God with you.

Your ancient relatives the original star families, the Atlantians, the Lemurians, the Sirians, the Egyptians and the Mayans made use of it.

Through the “Concerts of Souls,” they created beautiful mandalas of holy light that were directed to create a world of peace. These mandalas of holy light created a grid for their bodies to hold the higher frequency of Light and Divine Love from Source creation (44).

It is through the Concert of Souls and the use of the Language of Light, that you are awakened to your innate divine power.

I call you to awaken and remember when all words were the voice of God and all sounds were the song of peace.

SHEKINA
Your Divine Mother Goddess

http://www.shekinaspeaks.com/Language_of_Light.html